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EXECUTIVE  SUMMARY
 Synchronised economic growth in the  

 three major economies (US, Europe and  
 China) is a reason to be optimistic about  
 global growth.

 President Trump’s unconventional  
 economic policies have had a positive  
 impact on US economic growth and the  
 US stock market, although trade tensions  
 pose a risk.

 The Australian economy has begun to  
 improve slightly, underpinned by low  
 interest rates, which are not expected to  
 rise for some time.

 The past quarter saw a much-improved  
 performance from the local stock market,  
 reversing some of the losses experienced  
 in the first quarter of 2018.

Welcome to the latest edition of our quarterly look at Australian and global economic and market 
developments. In this issue we put on the rose-tinted glasses and adopt a glass-half-full view of the 
domestic and global economic situation, seeking out reasons for optimism about future economic 
growth. We also discuss the performance of the stock market over the past quarter, which showed a 
welcome positive return after a difficult start to the year.



From a global economic perspective, a major reason for optimism is the fact that the three major engines 
of economic growth – the US, European and Chinese economies – are enjoying a relatively rare period of  
synchronised economic growth. In previous expansionary periods, it has often been the case that one or two 
of the major economies have grown strongly, while the others do little to add to global growth. The past few 
years however, have seen reasonably strong economic growth across all three. As would be expected, such 
synchronised growth drives global growth, improving conditions across most economies. To some extent 
this explains the improvement in the Australian economy in recent months, although it must be said that the  
domestic economic acceleration has been somewhat modest.

The only concern, perhaps, is that the best of the current growth cycle may be behind us. While the US  
economy continues to grow strongly, growth in Europe and China has plateaued to a certain extent. From a  
European perspective, some of the long-standing challenges remain unresolved (the over-indebtedness of 
countries such as Greece, Spain and Italy, for example); while in China the expansion of credit has been  
curtailed as authorities attempt to keep the over-heating property market in check. Still, even with these  
concerns, there is no doubt that the global economy is still growing strongly, albeit at a forecast lower rate in 
coming years.
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REASONS TO BE 
CHEERFUL
Providing investment advice requires one to  
carefully mix both scepticism and optimism. It may  
sound contradictory, but careful applications of both  
are necessary in the investment process. There are  
times however, when either mental state can  
undeservedly dominate over the other. In the spirit of  
recognising that it’s sometimes too easy to be overly  
pessimistic about the economy, financial markets and the  
geo-political situation, in this newsletter we intend to highlight  
reasons to be optimistic about the domestic and global economic situation.
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The policies of President Trump
Even those who disagree with his policies, public announcements and cavalier attitude toward the truth, may 
need to concede that President Donald Trump has thus far managed to invoke the ‘animal spirits’ of the 
US economy. Trump’s generous (and ultimately unaffordable) tax cuts have unsurprisingly boosted demand 
and overall economic growth. While there is no doubt that he inherited a steadily improving economy from  
President Obama, Trump has largely fulfilled his promise to turbo-charge US economic growth. 

Admittedly, this required little more than a willingness to slash taxes and blow out the government deficit, but 
these (major?) issues aside, Trump can’t be accused of not keeping his promises. A pessimist might say that all 
he has done is to set the conditions for a serious problem further down the track, but that argument will have 
to wait for another day.

Unfortunately for US economic growth, Trump’s other signature economic policy – the implementation of tariffs 
on a range of imported goods – may well undo some of the gains achieved through cutting taxes. There are 
two schools of thought regarding Trump’s determination to pursue trade wars with both friends and enemies. 
An optimist would point to previous policy examples where Trump would bluster, denigrate and openly threat-
en the other side, only to later give ground in a negotiated settlement but still walk away having achieved his 
goals. The ‘Art of the Deal’ one would surmise. On the other hand, a pessimist would say…well, there’s no 
room for pessimists today, so that’s another argument we’ll leave for a different day.

President Trump has also delivered for stock market investors, with US stocks advancing strongly following 
his inauguration. The Dow Jones has continued to set record high after record high under Trump, although 
it must be said that more recent performance has been somewhat less than impressive. In a past newsletter 
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we showed how the performance of the stock market under any particular US President depended more on 
the relative strength or weakness of the market at the time they were inaugurated, as opposed to them being 
a Democrat or a Republican. In that regard, the chart below gives a glimpse of possible future bad news for 
Donald Trump, given he inherited a stock market already seven years into a major bull market.

President Trump’s unconventional approach to policy-making, and his approach to managing the economy 
itself, has generated its fair share of criticism. Supporters rightly point to the healthy economy and boom-
ing stock market as vindication. The most recent set of employment figures, where the US economy added 
213,000 new jobs during the month of May, seem to reinforce this view. Allowing US companies to repatriate 
their vast offshore currency holdings has also been a significant economic tailwind. Unlike in Australia, where 
business confidence is anaemic and business investment low, businesses in the US are building factories and 
employing workers. On the other hand, critics also rightly argue that growing the economy is no achievement 
when its done through tax cuts, increased spending and widespread deregulation. Clearly only one of these 
opposing views can be right and only time will tell.

The Australian economy
The Australian economy continues to be best described as ‘resilient’. That is, while economic growth is  
trundling along somewhat sedately, it could certainly be far worse. In fact, in the first quarter of 2018, the  
Australian economy grew at a surprisingly high rate of 1%, which was the largest quarterly increase since 
2011. This brought the annual rate to 3.1%, which was higher than the 2.75% level which was expected by the 
Reserve Bank of Australia (RBA). 

A closer look at the composition of the quarterly GDP figure revealed some unwelcome news however, in 
that growth in exports accounted for nearly half of the 1% figure. The reason for concern is that this largely  
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represented growth in Australia’s mining exports. While growth in mining exports does help boost the govern-
ment’s coffers, it does very little for employment. This is because mining is a capital-intensive business, with 
greater reliance on machinery than manual labour. In effect, the current mini mining boom is doing a lot to make 
the government richer, but considerably less to benefit the rest of the country. Households in particular, derive 
no direct benefit from an increase in mining exports, at least not initially. Increased tax receipts and a pick-up 
in demand for those business which provide services and products to the mining sector, will eventually trickle 
down through to the household and individual level, but the process is very slow.

Disappointing wage growth
What matters most to households is an increase in wages. This, however, has proved to be sorely lacking since 
the end of the global financial crisis. The chart below neatly illustrates conditions experienced by ordinary  
Australians over the past ten years or so. Wages growth, illustrated by the blue line, has remained within a 
narrow band since the GFC, with the past few years seeing almost no growth in wages. At the same time, the 
household savings ratio (effectively a measure of how much their income the average household saves), shown 
by the orange line, has been falling steadily since around 2015. This suggests that households have been 
keeping their spending habits going only by saving less, not by earning more.

Australian household debt levels have been a concern for many years and it may only be ultra-low interest 
rates which are keeping many households afloat. The tapering of the housing boom, while not welcome by 
most home-owners, may present an opportunity for households to tackle the problem of over-indebtedness. 
Rising house prices over the past decade have required households to sign up for ever greater mortgages, 
as incomes have failed to keep up with house prices. Australians would do well to take advantage of current 
historically low interest rates in order to repay debt, not to increase it.
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Interest rates – lower for longer
In regard to interest rates, there now appears little likelihood of an increase in Australian rates for at least the 
next 18 months. Some commentators have even pencilled in 2020 as the earliest date for a rate hike. The  
problem with the current climate of ultra-low interest rates, is that it creates both winners and losers. With 
the cash rate at an historical low of just 1.5%, borrowers are naturally the most significant beneficiaries. Self- 
funded retirees however (or anyone who is investing to generate an income), are one of the unfortunate  
losers. With term deposit rates hovering around the 2.5% level, traditional income generating assets are wholly  
inadequate, forcing many to increase their exposure to riskier assets in an effort to generate the appropriate 
return. 

That said, low interest rates typically provide some support to equities, helping to offset some of the impact 
on fixed interest investments. Of course, capital growth doesn’t help pay the bills, unless any such gains are  
realised and credited to the bank account. A reliance on capital growth to meet the requirements of ongoing 
living costs is a perilous strategy, as capital growth may just as easily turn into capital losses. In our view, a 
diversified mix of investments and asset classes still remains the most appropriate means of safeguarding 
one’s wealth.

Blue skies or black clouds?
Looking ahead for the rest of the year (while still trying to be optimistic!), it’s not clear whether financial  
conditions and markets are more likely to improve or to worsen. As always, there a number of factors both 
helping markets (low interest rates and healthy global economic growth rates, to name two), and also those 
which have the possibility of damaging markets (President Trump’s trade policies, high levels of global debt 
and political uncertainty in Europe, to name a few). Past experience shows that there are always going to be a 
number of both foreseen and unforeseen events during the course of the year. 

Trying to guess what the future will bring is an exercise bound to fail. A researcher at the International  
Monetary Fund, Prakash Loungani, looked into the accuracy of economic forecasts and found that of the 
past 150 economic recessions, economists predicted only 2. Recognising this, our approach is to invest in a  
manner which caters for all possibilities insofar as possible, while recognising that we cannot control all factors 
which influence investment returns.
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THE STOCK MARKET OVER THE PAST 
QUARTER

The past three months saw a welcome improvement in markets, following the very poor performance in the 
three months ended 31 March. We know that many clients would no doubt have been disappointed with the 
returns displayed in the previous set of quarterly reports. As we mentioned in that quarter’s newsletter, this was 
largely due to the stock market posting its worst start to the year since 1996. Fortunately, the past three months 
have seen stock markets perform far better, with generally positive returns across most markets.
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For the quarter the ASX 200 Index recorded growth of 435 points, or around 7.56%. While this was a  
significant level of growth, the overall return did mask a number of underlying trends within the market. The 
most important of these was the continued negative impact of the Royal Commission on the country’s largest 
banks. For example, during the quarter Commonwealth Bank recorded a return of only 0.77%, with Westpac 
locking in 2.37%, ANZ recording 5.14%, but NAB struggling at -3.79%. Due to the attractive dividends paid 
by the banks, the majority of client portfolios would have some level of exposure to the banks (although we are 
usually under-exposed to the banks when compared to the index as a whole), with resulting negative impact 
on overall returns.

In regard to the Royal Commission, although there is currently a very high level of negative sentiment towards 
the banks, our view is that the industry will emerge in a better position post the Royal Commission. We expect 
the final recommendations to lead to the banks moving back towards their core banking services, with no  
business in troublesome areas such as life insurance, superannuation, investments, financial advice and wealth 
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management. In effect, the banks will go back (voluntarily or involuntarily) to what they looked like 30 years 
ago, before they ventured into these new and supposedly lucrative business areas. In our view, while such a 
change might diminish the potential earnings growth capacity of the banks, it would also result in them being 
less risky and far simpler businesses. For investors who desire a regular income stream, where capital growth 
is of less importance, such a change may be welcomed.

The past quarter also saw poor performances recorded by two other typical portfolio stalwarts, Telstra and 
Ramsay Healthcare. Telstra’s problems stem largely from the continuing rollout of the NBN, where Telstra 
receives a one-off payment for ‘handing over’ each fixed-line customer to the NBN. Unfortunately, the NBN 
payments are insufficient to replace the ongoing income stream Telstra used to derive through the fixed-line 
network, potentially leaving a sizable earnings gap. Telstra’s difficulty in replacing this lost income stream is 
the issue which has caused concern, resulting in a significant fall in the share price. This comes at a time of 
increased competition in the mobile sector, with TPG soon to launch its own mobile network. 

While we are naturally very disappointed by Telstra’s performance, we believe that the market may be overly 
pessimistic in assessing the company’s future fortunes. Indeed, clients may remember that in late 2011 Telstra 
shares were trading at around $2.69, and then proceeded to nearly triple in price, reaching a high of around 
$6.61 in early 2015. While we are not saying that this outcome will be repeated again, we simply note that the 
market has been similarly bearish on Telstra’s prospects in the past. Our intention is to watch and review Telstra 
over the next six months, with an improvement in operating earnings a requirement for us to continue to remain 
invested in the company.
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Ramsay Healthcare, our preferred investment in the healthcare sector, also experienced a torrid quarter, with 
its shares falling by 13.38% over the period. Ramsay’s issues are linked to general community concerns 
over the rising costs of private health insurance, and the ever-increasing out-of-pocket expenses incurred 
during medical procedures and hospital visits. A new and unwelcome development has been the decision by  
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increasing numbers of patients, who hold private health insurance, to present at public hospitals for treatment, 
thereby avoiding the dreaded ‘gap’ fees. 

While public hospitals have typically welcomed this development, charging the private health funds fees 
for costs incurred, such an outcome goes against the purpose of both private health insurance and private  
hospitals. Longer-term, we believe Ramsay will be the beneficiary of a demographics tailwind, as the Baby 
Boomer generation begins to enter the 70’s age bracket, where age-related medical costs unfortunately begin 
to increase. As such, we remain satisfied with our exposure to Ramsay, although we look forward to improved 
earnings reports in coming years.

Overall market conditions
The current stock market environment is an interesting one, in that ‘growth’ is much favoured over ‘value’. That 
is, investors are willing to reward those companies with attractive growth prospects (companies such as A2 
Milk, Treasury Wine Estates and CSL sit in this category), while ignoring those companies with a lower earnings 
growth profile but a more attractive valuation. This is very similar to the US market which is being driven by  
sky-high valuations for tech companies such as Facebook, Google, Apple and Netflix. Take Netflix, the  
online video streaming service, for example - it currently trades at a Price to Earnings ratio of 277. This means, 
based on Netflix’s current earnings, that it would take the company 277 years to pay you back the cost of an  
investment in the company! Or, investors are expecting Netflix to significantly grow its earnings in future,  
hopefully bringing that payback period to a more reasonable time frame. If you compare Netflix with  
Commonwealth Bank for example, which trades at a Price to Earnings ratio of 13, you can see how investors 
are willing to pay more for a company with exciting growth prospects.

Another way of looking at the Netflix and CBA comparison is this: if you had $132 billion you could buy all of 
Commonwealth Bank, and in 13 years’ time you will have made back your $132 billion in profits. With Netflix, 
you would need to pay US$179 billion and in 277 years’ time, you will have made back your US$179 billion in 
profits. Which is a very long time to wait and probably beyond most people’s investment time horizon. Why 
would you invest in Netflix over CBA? Only if you believed (as investors obviously do), that in coming years 
Netflix will grow its profits so rapidly that the payback period shrinks back to something more realistic. This is a 
good example of investors’ current preference for growth over value. This is also shown in the amazing statistic 
that Netflix’s share price is up 994% over the past five years, while CBA’s is up only 5.82% in the same period.

Our view is that a balanced investment approach should favour neither growth nor value, but rather aim for a 
judicious mix of the two, with capital preservation an over-riding concern. While a focus on capital preservation 
also means that a five-year return of 994% is unlikely, it also means that steep capital losses in an inevitable 
market crash are equally unlikely.
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WELCOME MICHELLE!
If you have been into the office recently, you may have noticed our  
newest staff member, Michelle Higgerson, who joined us in early  
May. Michelle, a Tamworth local, is a qualified financial adviser  
and holds a Bachelor of Business (Finance) degree, in addition  
to holding the well-known Certified Financial Planner (CFP)  
professional designation.

Michelle’s role is initially to provide support and assistance  
to Justin in meeting the needs of both existing and new  
clients. However, as a qualified adviser, she is fully able to  
deal with any client matters and we encourage you to  
discuss with her any aspect of your finances or investments;  
this is especially so if Justin is out of the office. Our business  
growth is slow and steady but consistent - it has taken us six  
years to increase staff numbers by one - and our approach of  
offering independent and personalised investment advice is  
unchanged; bringing Michelle on board is our way of ensuring that  
the service levels we provide to both existing and new clients are not  
compromised in any way.



T: 02 6766 9000      F: 02 6766 9779      Email: enquiries@bgprivatewealth.com.au      PO Box 590 Tamworth NSW 2340

This newsletter provides general information only. Before making any financial or investment decisions, we recommend you 
consult a financial planner to take into account your particular investment objectives, financial situation and individual needs.

We hope you have enjoyed this edition of our quarterly newsletter. As always, should you have any  
queries, questions or feedback, please do not hesitate to contact us. 

With kind regards,

Justin and Ray

FACTS & FIGURES AT A GLANCE
Rate / Value Change from last reading

Australian inflation rate (annual) 1.9% (Mar) -

Australian unemployment rate 5.4% (May) +0.2%

RBA Cash rate 1.50% -

ASX 200 Index 6,183 +435 points

Australian $ vs. US $ $0.7391 -2.74 c

Australian $ vs. UK £ $0.5634 +1.90c

Australian $ vs. Euro € $0.6344 +1.27c
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